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Creating The Flowers: 
 

1. Sponge around the edges of 8 Orchid Opalescence or Rich Raz-
zleberry Bird Bodies (From 2 Step Extra Large Bird Punch). 
Make sure all 8 Bird Bodies are pointing the same direction, 
beaks to the right) 

2. Sponge around the edges of 2 more Bird Bodies. This time point 
the birds in the other direction, beaks to the left. 

3. Sponge around the edges of two Old Olive Butterfly Punches. 

4. Attach 4 of the Birds together with their beaks pointing down. 
Keep the beaks somewhat lined up and you should get a nice 
spreading of the flower petals. Attach one of the other Birds 
pointing with the beak to the left to finish off the flower petals. 

5. Fold an Old Olive Butterfly Punch in half. Open the Butterfly 
and place adhesive on the entire back of the punch. Fold around 
the flower attaching along the bottom wherever it looks best to 
create the bottom leafy part. 

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to create a second flower. 

7. If you plan to attach the flower to a card or paper glue the two pieces of the flower together so they are slightly offset to give your 
flower depth. If you want to make flowers on a stem like in the picture  skip this step and continue with the next set of instructions. 

 

Attaching Flowers to Stems: 

1. Paint wooden skewers with a craft paint that looks similar to an Old Olive color. Let dry. 

2. Using Pop-Up Glue Dots or Tombow Multipurpose Glue attach the  Flowers to the top of the skewers. (I find the Glue creates a 
better bond but you need to use a generous amount and let the flowers lay to dry - if you’re in a hurry Pop Up Glue dots will be 
quicker and less messy but you may find they don’t hold up as long.)  

3. If you used Glue, lay the Flowers to dry. 

4. Attach Large and Small Old Olive punches to the Stem of the Flower with Mini Glue Dots to create leaves. (You could also use 
glue on this step but I found it messy. I just put the leaves back on if they get too much abuse and fall off) 

5. Place your flowers in a Vase or Flower Pot. You can use marbles or Florist Foam and Paper Shreds to hold them in place. 
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